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General Algorithms for a Simplified Addition of 2’s Complement Numbers
0. Salomon, J.-M.
Green, and H. Klar

Abstract-%o
algorithms for both a simplified carry save and
carry ripple addition of 2’s complement numbers are presented.
The algorithmsform the partial products so that they exclusively
have positive coefficients which eliminates the need for the common sign bit extension. This results in a reduction of circuit area
by up to six full adders per row of adders when partial products
are added in an N / 2 or Wallace tree. Furthermore, the capacitive
load of the intermediate sum and carry sign bit signals decreases
by up to a factor of seven which leads to an appropriate reduction
of delay. Although the algorithmsare derived for multipliers they
can always be applied to appropriate adder circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLIERS are one of the most important components in digital signal processing applications. The add
and shift algorithm in connection with the 2’s complement
number representation is a common multiplication method
which performs a sequential addition of partial products according to their bit significances.
The demand for high-speed multipliers has lead to the development of several algorithms speeding up the multiplication
delay [1]-[4], [6],[7]. To reduce the number of partial products
to be added the modified Booth algorithm can be employed
which reduces the number of partial products by a factor of
two [7]. Further speed improvements are possible by reducing
the number of sequential adding stages as it is done in parallel
adding trees like the N / 2 [3], [4] or the Wallace tree [l].
With increasing parallelism, the amount of shifts between the
partial products and intermediate sums to be added tends to
increase. Two problems arise. Firstly a less regular layout is
achieved, secondly and even worse, when obeying the rules
of 2’s complement arithmetic the sign bits of the numbers to
be added have to be extended up to the most significant bit
of the expected sum. This leads to a multiple and redundant
addition of the most significant bits in each row of adders
which further on leads to additional full adders per row.
This slows down the circuit’s speed and increases the layout
area.
In this paper, two new algorithms for adder circuits are
presented so that the common multiple sign bit addition does
not have to be performed when either a sign bit extension
is added in half adders or when two sign bit extensions are
added in half or full adders at the same bit order. When
partial products are added in carry save arithmetic the circuit
simplification fully eliminates the redundant addition of the
most significant bit so that all adder cells of the multiplier
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have the same load. This leads to an optimal transistor sizing
and to an appropriate area reduction. In carry ripple additions
one full adder per row is eliminated.
After an introduction of several multiplier algorithms in
the following section a modified 2’s complement number
representation is derived in Section 111. In Section IV the general algorithms for the simplified addition of 2’s complement
numbers are shown for carry ripple and carry save arithmetic,
respectively. The simplifications are demonstrated for a 6 x
6 b carry ripple, a 6 x 6 b carry save and an 8 x 8 b Booth
multiplier. These results are summarized in Section V.
11. ADDITIONSIN ARRAYMULTIPLIERS
Most digital multiplier circuits are based on the add and
shift algorithm. Each partial product is calculated by the
multiplication of the multiplicand with one multiplier bit. The
partial products are shifted according to their bit orders and
then added. In the carry ripple technique (carry propagate
principle) the carry signal of each adder in one row is passed
on to the next adder of the same row (Fig. 6). A more common
addition is the carry save arithmetic in which every carry and
sum signal are passed to adders of the next stage (Fig. 8). The
binary result is achieved in a final adder. These conventional
binary multiplications require the addition of as many partial
products as there are multiplier bits.
The most popular technique to reduce the number of partial
products to be added is the modified Booth algorithm [7].
When employing this recoding scheme to the multiplier bits
the number of partial products is reduced by a factor of two
which leads to a corresponding reduction in the number of
adder stages (Fig. 10).
Another speed-up of the circuit can be achieved by two
parallel carry save adder arrays working concurrently (see
Fig. 12; also see [3] and [4]). Their results are grouped
together before the final addition. This structure called N / 2
tree offers a good compromise between speed and density but
is slower than fully parallel tree algorithms like the Wallace
tree [l].
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Simplification of the carry ripple field multiplier.

Because both multiplier and multiplicand may have positive
and negative values, the multiplications as well as the partial
product additions have to handle signed numbers. The 2’s
complement representation is the most widespread method for
representing both the numbers. It has been preferred since
addition and subtraction can be treated equally. When performing 2’s complement additions, the rules of 2’s complement
arithmetic demand a sign bit extension. The width of this sign
bit extension depends on the chosen adding method.
When 2’s complement partial products are added in carry
save arithmetic all numbers to be added in one adder stage
have to be of equal bit length. Therefore, the sign bits of the
partial product(s) in the first row and the sum and carry signals
of each adder row are extended up to the most significant sign
bit of the number with the largest absolute value to be added
in this stage (Fig. 8).
In carry ripple adders the sign bits of the numbers to be
added have to be extended up to the most significant bit of the
largest possible absolute value of the sum of this stage (Fig. 6).
In both the carry save and carry ripple additions the sign
bit extension results in a higher capacitive load (fan out) of
the sign bit signals compared to the load of other signals and
accordingly slows down the speed of the circuit.
In the following section a modified 2’s complement number
representation is derived which in connection with the algorithms of Section IV can eliminate the need of the common
sign bit extension in additions.
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Fig. 3. Addition of a variable with two complementary ugnals in a full
adder or with a “ I ” in a half adder.

We define Aext as the sign bit plus the S extended bits. Aext
itself can be represented as a 2’s complement number with a
word length of S 1 bits and a bit order from 2 k to 2“’
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Equation (3) is extended by ( - 2 k
111. MODIFIED2’s COMPLEMENT
NUMBERREPRESENTATION

+ 21C)and by 2“’+’

which

The value of a 2’s complement number A with bit significances from 2’ to 2k is calculated by
IC-1

A = - a k . 2k +

U;

. 2a

(1)

a=O

where the most significant bit U k indicates the number’s sign
(sign bit). a,+ = 0 denotes A is positive (or O), whereas if
U k is equal to 1 then A is negative. As described in Section
11, when performing additions, the rules of 2’s complement
arithmetic demand a proper sign bit extension. In this case,
the 2’s complement number can be divided into three parts,
the most significant bit, the extension of the sign bit by S bits
and the number’s value:

A = --nk .2‘+’

+

k+S-1

k-1
Uk

i=k

‘2if

‘22.
i=O

(2)

(4)

With the modulo-2 substraction of (1 - i ) = T, (4) resu..s in
k+S

Aext =

.2l

+ G .2 k .

(5)

i=k

Hence, the number A consists of exclusively positive coefficients. It follows for a 2’s complement addition that instead of
the multiple sign bit addition in (3), a fixed “1” can be added
at every bit significance of Aext and the negated sign bit nk
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Fig. 4. Simplification of the field multiplier in carry save arithmetic.

Fig. 5. Simplification of the Booth multiplier in cany save arithmetic.

added at bit significance 2” In the case that the multiplier is an
unsigned binary number i.e., only two quadrant multiplication
is performed, this scheme is equal to a subsection of the
algorithm already derived by Baugh-Wooley [6].
In the following, the addition of two sign bit extension
numbers Aext and Bext will be simplified. The sum of Aext
and Bextwhen both numbers are added at the same bit order
from 2k to 2k+s is equal to

Aext

+ Bext = -ak

having a bit range from 2k to 2’+’ can be replaced by an
addition of “1” between the bit values of 2‘+l to 2k+S, and
the negated values of a k and b k added at the order 2k.
An example for the simplified addition of two numbers A
and B according to (8) with k = 6 and S = 1 is shown in
Fig. 1. The point of this transformation is that the twofold
employment of (5) at the bit order from 2k to 2“’ eliminates
the additional “1”s at the bit order 2k.

k+S-1

ak .2a - bk *2“’

.2“’

Iv. ALGORITHMS
FOR SIMPLIFIED ADDITIONS

i=k
k+S-1

(6) A. Carry Ripple Addition
Using (5) leads to

i=k+l

+ +

The upper range k S 1 of the sum in (7) identifies a bit
significance
which exceeds the bit range of the sum
of Aext and Bext.Therefore the sum’s upper range in (7) can
be limited to k S

+

Aext

+ Bext =

k+S

+ (a+ &)

.2i

2k.

(8)

i=k+l

This algebraic expression again consists of only positive
coefficients. It follows for this 2’s complement addition that
the sum of the sign bit extension numbers Aext and Bext each

The first algorithm is derived for a carry ripple addition of
2’s complement numbers in successive orders in which each
number is shifted by S bits. In the first row of full adders (FA)
two numbers are added. The derivation is done sequentially in
two steps for a field multiplier (Fig. 6).
Step I: In every row of the carry ripple field, the sums of
the sign bit extensions are simplified. These substitutions are
done using (8). In case of the 6 x 6 b multiplier (S = 1,
k = 6), shown in Fig. 6, and as a subsection in Fig. 2(a), the
changes lead to the wiring shown in Fig. 2(b).
Step ZZ: In the derived circuit the first half adder (HA) in
each row of adders only adds one bit and “1.” As shown
in Fig. 3, these half adders can be replaced by inverters
(Fig. 2(c)). Hence, in every row the adder which added the
two sign bits is eliminated. Instead of its sum bit the next less
significant carry bit of the same row is added in the following
row. In case of the carry ripple addition no further step is
necessary. All these changes result in the circuit shown in
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. Conventional 6 x 6 b field multiplier in cany save arithmetic.

Fig . 6. Conventional 6 x 6 b carry ripple field multiplier.
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Fig. 9. Optimized 6 x 6 b field multiplier in carry save arithmetic.

Fig. 7. Optimized 6 x 6 b carry ripple field multiplier.

B. Carry Save Addition
The second algorithm is derived for a carry save addition
of 2’s complement numbers in successive orders, in which
each number is shifted by S bits compared to the preceeding
number. Furthermore, in the first row of half (HA) or full
adders (FA) either two or three numbers are added. The
derivation is done sequentially in three steps for a field (Fig. 8)
and a Booth multiplier (Fig. lo), respectively.
Step I: The sign bit extension(s) of the least significant
partial products to be added in the first row of adders is
simplified first. In the case of the Booth multiplier where two
partial products are added in the first row of half adders the
modifications are done using (5). The changes for an 8 x 8
b Booth multiplier (C = 8, S = 2), shown in Fig. 10 and as
a subsection in Fig. 5(a), lead to the wiring in Fig. 5(b). In
case of a field multiplier ( k = 6, S = I ) three partial products

can be added simultaneously first. Applying (8) to the 6 x 6
b field multiplier in Fig. 8 and as a subsection in Fig. 4(a),
results in the wiring in Fig. 4(b).
Step 11: In the derived circuits shown in Figs. 4(b) and
Fig. 5(b) S half adders (HA) in the first row only add a
single bit and “ I . ” As shown in Fig. 3 these half adders can
be replaced by inverters (see Figs. 4(c) and Fig. 5(c)).
Step III: In the second row of carry save adders S full
adders add one bit to complementary bits generated in the
previous row. The addition of two complementary bits can be
replaced by a single addition of “1” (Fig. 3) 30 that these S
full adders can be replaced by inverters, too. Step I11 is successively repeated in the following rows of adders up to the final
adder where again the addition of two complementary signals
is replaced by a “1 .” All changes result in the circuits of Figs. 9
and I 1 for the field and Booth multiplier, respectively [ 5 ] .
The same modifications are applied to a 16 x 16 b Booth
multiplier with N / 2 tree, shown in Fig. 12.

l
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Fig. 11. Optimized 8 x 8 b Booth multiplier in carry save arithmetic.

v.

GENERALUSE AND RESULTS
OF THE PRESENTED ALGORITHMS
The derived algorithms simplify the addition of 2's complement numbers if either one sign bit extension is added in
half adders or when two sign bit extensions are added at the
same bit order in half or full adders. The adder circuits are
examined with respect to these distinguishing features and are
modified in accordance with the algorithms of Section IV. This
also works for mixed carry ripple and carry save addition
principles.
When partial products are added in carry ripple adders the
circuit simplification always leads to the elimination of one
full adder per row of adders (see Fig. 7).

In the case of the carry save arithmetic with a shift S
between the 2's complement numbers to be added in a row
of adders, S of these adders are replaced by inverters. Thus,
in common carry save field or Booth multipliers one or two
full adders are replaced, respectively (see Figs. 9 and 11). In
the case of the addition of partial products in an N / 2 or a
Wallace tree even up to six full adders per row of adders
can be replaced by inverters which reduces the number of
full adders in a 16 x 16 b Booth multiplier with N / 2 tree
by 25 (15%) (see Fig. 12). Furthermore, the capacitive load
of the 2's complement sign bit signals decreases for the field
(Fig. 9), Booth (Fig. 11) and N / 2 tree multiplier (Fig. 12) by
up to a factor of two, three and seven, respectively. In fact,
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Fig. 12. Subsections of conventional and optimized 16 x 16 b Booth multipliers in carry save arithmetic ( N / 2 tree).

TABLE I
COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT
MULTIPLIERS
number of bits
of the multiplicand
field multiplier
Booth multiplier
Booth multiplier
with NI2 m e

max. number of adders
per row before I after
simplification
m+l Im
m+l I m-1
m+5 / m+l

max. capacitive Load
before / after
simplification

in any carry save addition the second new algorithm results
in approximately the same load for every gate. This allows
an optimal transistor sizing and leads to an appropriate delay
reduction of the carry save addition.
Thus, the circuit simplifications lead to a smaller area
and power consumption, faster speed and simpler layout. In
conventional carry save adders both disadvantages, the big
sign bit load and the higher number of full adders per row can
be reduced to a minimum (see Figs. 8-12 and Table I) which
leads to optimal adder circuits.
When only two partial products instead of three as possible
are added in a first row of half adders and when assuming the
multiplier to be an unsigned binary number without a sign bit
then the presented second algorithm with use of (5) leads to a
field multiplier which is equal to an implemented subsection
of the multiplication algorithm derived by Baugh-Wooley [6].
VI. SUMMARY

Two new algorithms were presented which simplify any
addition of 2’s complement numbers if either one sign bit
extension is added in half adders or two sign bit extensions

are added at the same bit order in either half or full adders. The
algorithms form the partial products in such a way that they
exclusively have positive coefficients. When they are added in
carry ripple adders the circuit simplification always leads to
the elimination of one full adder per row of adders. In carry
save arithmetic the redundant addition of the common sign bit
extension can be fully eliminated. This results in a reduction of
the circuit area in common field or Booth multipliers by one
or two full adders per row of adders, respectively, whereas
in an N / 2 or Wallace tree up to six full adders per row can
be saved. Furthermore, the capacitive load of the intermediate
sum and cany sign bit signals decreases by up to a factor of
seven which leads to an appropriate reduction of delay.
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